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Recursive Distinguishing
By Joel D. Isaacson and Louis H. Kauffman, April 28, 2015
Dear Editor,
This letter is an advance statement about a paper that we (Joel Isaacson and Lou
Kauffman) are in the process of writing. The work we are about to present is based on
our mutual collaboration and is founded in the original work of Joel Isaacson 8 on
recursive distinctions and the structure of character strings and on the work of Louis
Kauffman 9 on recursion and distinction in cybernetics and in relation to the work of
George Spencer-Brown. 10
Everyone who works in science, mathematics, or computer science is familiar with the
fundamental role of the concept of distinction and the making of distinctions in both
theory and practice. For example, Einstein’s relativity depends on a new distinction
between space and time relative to an observer and a new unification of space and time
that is part and parcel of this distinction. Every moment of using a digital computer
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depends upon the myriad of distinctions that are handled automatically by the computer,
enabling the production and recording of these words and the computation and
transmission of information. Distinctions act on other distinctions. Once a new
distinction is born, it becomes the object of further action. Thus grows all the physics
that comes from relativity and thus grows all the industry of computation that grows from
the idea and implementation of the Turing machine, the programmed computer.
And yet it is not usually recognized that it is through recursive distinguishing that all
such progress is made. We will discuss recursive distinguishing both in its human and
its automatic aspects. In the automatic aspect we will give examples of automata that
are based on making very simple distinctions of equality, right/left, that then, upon
allowing these distinctions to act on themselves, produce periodic and dialectical
patterns that suggest what are usually regarded as higher-level phenomena. In this
way, and with these examples, we can illustrate and speculate on the nature of
intelligence, evolution, and many themes of fundamental science.
We give here an example of recursive distinguishing that is based on recursively
rewriting strings of symbols where we use the special set of symbols {D, <, >, *} and can
begin with any string of typographical symbols. The recursion is based on distinguishing
the neighbors of a given character in the string. So if C is a character in the string S, we
produce a string S’ such that the end-points of the new string S’ are unchanged and:
1 C’ = < if C has a copy of C as a right-hand neighbor, but a different lefthand neighbor.
2 C’ = > if C has a copy of C as a left-hand neighbor, but a different righthand neighbor.
3 C’ = * if both the right- and left-hand neighbors are equal to C.
4 C’ = D if both the right- and left-hand neighbors of C are different from
C.
Thus if S = * A B *, then S’ = * D D * and S’’ = * < > * and S’’’ = * D D *. This is a simple
period two pattern. Now consider S = * ABA *. Then we have S’ = * DDD *, S’’ = * < * >
*, S’’’ = * D D D * and again a period two pattern. But now examine Figure 1, and we
see that there is a period three pattern for S = * A B A B *:
*ABAB*
*DDDD*
*<**>*
*D<>D*
*DDDD*
Figure 1: Period Three.
In Figure 2, we show a Mathematica program that instantiates these rules. In Figures 3
and 4, we show examples of higher periods.
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ZZ = “ * A B R A C A D A B R A * ”;
w = StringSplit[ZZ];
LL = Length[w]
Print[ StringJoin @@ w];
ww = w;
For[i = 0, i < 20,
For[j = 2, j < LL,
ww[[j]] = “D”;
If[ w[[j]] == w[[j - 1]], ww[[j]] = “>”, ];
If[ w[[j]] == w[[j + 1]], ww[[j]] = “<”, ];
If[ w[[j - 1]] == w[[j]] && w[[j]] == w[[j + 1]], ww[[j]] = “*”];
j++];
w = ww;
Print[ StringJoin @@ ww];
i++]
Figure 2: A Mathematica Program for the Recursive Discriminator
*ABABABAB*
*DDDDDDDD*
*<******>*
*D<****>D*
*DD<**>DD*
*<>D<>D<>*
*DDDDDDDD*
Figure 3: Period Five
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*ABABABABABABABAB*
*DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD*
*<**************>*
*D<************>D*
*DD<**********>DD*
*<>D<********>D<>*
*DDDD<******>DDDD*
*<**>D<****>D<**>*
*D<>DDD<**>DDD<>D*
*DDD<*>D<>D<*>DDD*
*<*>DDDDDDDDDD<*>*
*DDD<********>DDD*
*<*>D<******>D<*>*
*DDDDD<****>DDDDD*
*<***>D<**>D<***>*
*D<*>DDD<>DDD<*>D*
*DDDD<*>DD<*>DDDD*
*<**>DDD<>DDD<**>*
*D<>D<*>DD<*>D<>D*
*DDDDDDD<>DDDDDDD*
*<*****>DD<*****>*
*D<***>D<>D<***>D*
*DD<*>DDDDDD<*>DD*
*<>DDD<****>DDD<>*
*DD<*>D<**>D<*>DD*
*<>DDDDD<>DDDDD<>*
*DD<***>DD<***>DD*
*<>D<*>D<>D<*>D<>*
*DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD*
Figure 4: Period 27.
The remarkable feature of these examples of recursive distinguishing is their great
simplicity coupled with the complexity of behaviors that can arise from them. Notice that
each successive string in the recursion can be regarded as describing its predecessor.
It is remarkable that there should be such intricate structure in the process of
description. Description is another word for making a distinction. The description of a
given string is a string of individual distinctions that have been made. Each individual
distinction is one that recognizes whether a given character in a string is equal to a left
neighbor, a right neighbor, both, or neither. This elementary distinction becomes
instantiated as a character in the new description string. The description string can be
subjected to the same scrutiny and so the recursive process continues.
Note that this recursive process depends, at its base, on the most elementary
distinctions possible for character strings. No mathematical calculations are performed.
We should mention that distinction-making without mathematical computation is
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ubiquitous in natural neuronal processing. Joel Isaacson’s collaboration with Eshel BenJacob includes attempts to demonstrate RD in live neuronal tissue. 11 One can also point
to the molecular interactions of DNA and RNA as natural RD automata. Finally, we can
point to the notion of chemlambda computation of Buliga and Kauffman 12 as an abstract
chemical combination computing that includes aspects of lambda calculus, but is based
on direct and local action related to distinctions inherent in the system.
All these matters will be discussed in more detail in the longer paper. Note that in the
RD system we use in this letter, the action is taken on the entire string before replacing
it with a new string. Thus it is the distinctive structure of the string as a whole that is
being described.
The epistemology behind this automaton is based directly on distinctions that can be
made automatic. Other cellular automata are also based on distinctions. For example
the well-known Wolfram line automata 13 are based on character strings with only two
characters and the recognition of the eight possible triples of characters that can occur,
including characters to the left and to the right of a given character. The automaton rule
then replaces the middle character according to the structure of this neighborhood.
There is a crucial difference in epistemology between a Wolfram line automaton and our
recursive distinction program. We do not replace according to an arbitrary rule. We
place a character that describes the distinctive structure of the neighborhood of the
predecessor character. Our automaton engages in a meta-dialogue about its own
structure. This dialogue is then entered as a string for the automaton to examine and
act upon once again. The patterns produced by this recursive distinction are part of a
dialogue that the strings hold with themselves.
One can ask many questions about recursive distinguishing as presented here. The
automaton we have demonstrated illustrates a concept that can be instantiated in many
ways. We hope, in the paper to come, to demonstrate Turing universality for automata
of this type. But in fact we feel that the paradigm of recursive distinguishing goes
beyond the paradigm of the Turing machine, and we will discuss that issue as well.
There is another level to our automaton and that is the level of examining with human
eyes and minds the output of the automaton, seeing patterns in the whole collection of
strings and engaging in further design on this basis. This is where the recursive
automatic distinctions meet the aware distinctions of the observers of the system,
connecting the automatic with the aware process and design level that goes on in the
larger network of science. We will stop here with our letter. We intend to discuss all
these issues in more detail in our longer paper.
Copyright © 2015, Joel Isaacson and Louis Kauffman. All rights reserved.
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